Atmospheric characterization of cold exoplanets with a 1.5-m space coronagraph
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ABSTRACT

Several small space coronagraphs have been proposed to characterize cold exoplanets in reflected light. Studies have mainly focused on technical feasibility because of the huge star/planet flux ratio to achieve in the close-in stellar environment ($10^8$–$10^{10}$ at 0.2") However, the main interest of such instruments, the analysis of planet properties, has remained highly unexplored so far. We performed numerical simulations to assess the ability of a small space coronagraph to retrieve spectra of mature Jupiters, Neptunes and super-Earths under realistic assumptions. We describe our assumptions: exoplanetary atmosphere models, instrument numerical simulation and observing conditions. Then, we define a criterion and use it to determine the required exposure times to measure several planet parameters from their spectra (separation, metallicity, cloud and surface coverages) for particular cases. Finally, we attempt to define a parameter space of the potential targets. In the case of a solar-type star, we show that a small coronagraph can characterize the spectral properties of a 2-AU Jupiter up to 10 pc and the cloud and surface coverage of super-Earths in the habitable zone for a few stars within 4–5 pc. Potentially, SPICES could perform analysis of a hypothetical Earth-size planet around α Cen A and B.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Direct imaging of extrasolar planets is one of the most challenging task in modern astrophysics. Since the end of the previous century, many concepts have been developed such as coronagraphy,\textsuperscript{1–3} nulling interferometry,\textsuperscript{4} external occulters\textsuperscript{5} and Fresnel arrays.\textsuperscript{6} In particular, conceptual studies were performed to consider the feasibility of large aperture coronagraphs and large baseline interferometers for the detection of Earth twins from space. These studies identified areas of technological development that need to be first addressed, which will postpone the realization of Terrestrial Planet Finder missions until ~2025–2030. Meanwhile, observations have demonstrated the extreme diversity of planets. This led to a growing consensus within the community that we will need to study all planet types in order to have a complete understanding of their formation and evolution.\textsuperscript{7} To address some parts of these questions, a family of small space missions (mainly coronagraphs) have been proposed for analyses of ice giants and super-Earths.\textsuperscript{8,9} The study of these missions has mainly focused on technical feasibility, as it is a challenge to achieve large contrast close to a bright star.\textsuperscript{10–12} Another area of study is the estimated number of observable exoplanets of a given type,\textsuperscript{8,9} based on assumptions of their density distribution. The main interest of such missions, the atmospheric characterization, however, has remained highly unexplored so far. For instance, Cahoy et al.\textsuperscript{13} analyze colors and coarse spectra (R = 5 and R = 15) of Jupiter and Neptune atmosphere models, but without including instrument limitations such as throughput and noise. We discuss in this paper the contrast and science performance of a small space coronagraphic telescope, in the
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framework of the SPICES mission (see Ref. 14, and the companion paper published in these proceedings). We present the numerical model of the instrument and the assumptions used for our study in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3, we analyze the sensitivity of the instrument contrast to different sources of detection noise. Finally, we discuss the science cases our instrument can address for two planet types in Sec. 4. For further details, we refer the reader to Maire et al.15

2. MODELS AND HYPOTHESES

In this section, we describe the hypotheses on the numerical model of the instrument and on the planetary spectra we used for our performance analysis.

2.1 Instrument

The conceptual baseline of the SPICES instrument is shown in the left panel of Fig. 1. It consists of:

- a high-quality off-axis primary mirror;
- a polarization modulator to select the polarized flux component to measure;
- a 64×64 deformable mirror (DM) to correct for the wavefront aberrations induced by imperfect optics;
- a optical vortex coronagraph3 providing a small inner working angle (IWA, ~2 λ/D) and a high throughput (>90%);
- a micro-lenses based integral field spectro-polarimeter16 which samples the field of view and disperses the fluxes on a large detector (4000×4000 pixels). An algorithm reconstructs a (x, y, λ) data cube from the spectra;
- a wavefront sensor which measures the wavefront aberrations from the science images and drives the DM. The wavefront sensing from the science images avoids the performance degradation of the correction due to differential errors between the science and the wavefront sensing channels. We use the self coherent camera, a very simple modification of the Lyot stop of the coronagraph which also provides a further means to remove the stellar residuals non corrected by the DM.17,18

We built a numerical model of the instrument in the Interactive Data Language*. It works in three steps:

1. It generates non coronagraphic and coronagraphic image cubes of an on-axis source (the star) and off-axis source(s) (the planet(s)). We assume that the data cubes are extracted from the spectra without errors, but account for the flat field variations of detector pixels.

2. It normalizes the fluxes with blackbody spectra for the star and realistic spectra for the planet(s)13,19 and simulates detection noise from different sources (stellar photons, zodiacal light, exo-zodiacal cloud, detector read-out and flat field variations).

3. It performs the calibration processing of the speckles by the self coherent camera and measures the spectra of the planet(s).

The simulation parameters were optimized to satisfy the science requirements of SPICES, i.e. a contrast of 10⁻⁹ at 2 λ/D and 10⁻¹⁰ at 4 λ/D.14 Pointing errors of the star onto the coronagraph are one of the main critical aspects of the mission, so a specific procedure was designed to control these errors at a level of 0.2 mas.14 We assessed from simulations that this value does not degrade the instrument contrast above the requirements (study not shown) and do not account for pointing errors in the simulations presented in this paper. Contrary to SPICES' design,14 the whole bandwidth (0.45–0.9 μm) is simulated in a sole optical train. We assume an achromatic optical vortex coronagraph for all the spectral band. Each image of a spectral channel is simulated by co-adding 15 monochromatic images taken uniformly in the channel band. We propagate the light from the
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Figure 1. Left: SPICES conceptual baseline. Right: Central part of a simulated image obtained with the SPICES instrument without detection noise except the speckle noise. The size of the field of view is $64 \times 64 \ (\lambda/D)^2$ (6×6 arcsec$^2$) while the DM correction area is $32 \times 64 \ (\lambda/D)^2$ (right half of the field of view). We added two planets of contrast $10^{-8}$ and $10^{-9}$ at 2.2 $\lambda/D$ and 5.4 $\lambda/D$ respectively (red circles).

telescope pupil to the detector matrix using Fourier transforms. By doing this, we consider that all aberrations (phase and amplitude) are located in planes conjugated to the telescope pupil, so the speckle pattern does not undergo a partial decorrelation with the wavelength. Such an effect will not impact the wavefront estimation with the self coherent camera since the latter processes each spectral channel separately. However, it will limit the performance of the DM correction because SPICES’ concept uses a single DM to correct for the wavefront aberrations on all the bandwidth. We assume that the aberrations are due to optical imperfections of the primary mirror. The phase aberrations are induced by optical path differences of 20 nm rms which are modeled with a power spectral density in $f^{-3}$, where $f$ is the spatial frequency of the optical defect. The amplitude aberrations are set to 0.1% and are simulated with a power spectral density in $f^{-1}$. The impact of amplitude aberrations is the reduction of the DM correction area by a factor 2 in size (Fig. 1, right panel). We assume that the self coherent camera perfectly estimates for the wavefront aberrations and project the estimated wavefront on the DM using the algorithm of Ref. 23.

The hypotheses of the sources of detection noise are the following. The global instrument throughput (optical transmission × detector quantum efficiency) is set to 16%. We consider the zodiacal light to be a uniform background of magnitude $V = 23.1 \, \text{mag}.\,\text{arcsec}^{-2}$. We use the Zodipic algorithm to simulate an exo-zodiacal cloud around the star. The impact of the exozodi intensity is analyzed in Sec. 3.2. We model the detector read-out noise as a gaussian noise. Its value is discussed in Sec. 3.2. The read-out noise in the image obtained for a total integration time is calculated by multiplying the read-out noise level by the number of single exposures used. We assume single exposures of 1000 s and a detector full well capacity of 300 000 ke-. Finally, we model the flat field variations of the detector as a gaussian noise of mean 1 and rms of 0.5%.

2.2 Planetary spectra

The planetary spectra we used assume ∼4.5-Gyr planets in radiative equilibrium with the flux of a Sun-like parent star. Moreover, they are derived for discrete values of separations (0.8, 2, 5 and 10 AU for the models of Ref. 13 and 1 AU for those of Ref. 19). We cannot extrapolate the planet spectra to any separations around any stars, because the reflected flux depends strongly on these parameters. Instead, we calculate the corresponding separation for a given stellar luminosity, considering that the flux is conserved and the equilibrium atmospheric
temperature $T_{eq}$ and the Bond albedo $A_B$ only depend on the incident stellar flux at the planet position $L/ a^2$. The standard formula of flux conservation is:

$$4\pi R^2_p \sigma T_{eq}^4 = (1 - A_B) \pi R^2_p \frac{L}{4\pi a^2}$$

(1)

where $R_p$ is the planet radius and $\sigma$ is Stefan’s constant Applying our hypotheses, this equation becomes:

$$L_\star \propto a^2 \implies a_{S_p} = a_{G2} \sqrt{L_{S_p}}$$

(2)

where $a_{S_p}$ is the star-planet separation for a star of spectral type $S_p$, $a_{G2}$ the star-planet separation for a G2 star and $L_{S_p}$ the star luminosity in solar units. For instance, the separation sequence 0.8, 2, 5 and 10 AU considered by Cahoy et al. for a solar-type star becomes 0.24, 0.6, 1.5 and 3 AU for a M0-type star (see the right panel of Fig. 4), assuming a luminosity of 0.09 solar units.

Finally, we obtain the contrast of a planet around a host star of type $S_p$:

$$C(\lambda) = A(\lambda, \alpha) \frac{R^2_p}{a_{S_p}^2} = A(\lambda, \alpha) \frac{R^2_p}{a_{G2}^2 L_{S_p}}$$

(3)

We use Eqs. (2) and (3) to derive the star-planet separations and contrasts in Sec. 3.

3. CONTRAST PERFORMANCE

Here we analyze the sensitivity of the instrument contrast to several sources of detection noise: speckle noise, detector read-out noise, intensity of the exo-zodiacal cloud and stellar photon noise.

3.1 Instrument contrast

To have a clear and simple view of SPICES’ performance, we plot radial profiles averaged on all the spectral channels instead of radial profiles for all channels. Fig. 2 shows the instrument contrast for a solar-type star against the physical separation in AU and three star distances. The performance is limited at short separations by the coronagraph IWA ($\sim 2 \lambda/D$, Sec. 2), and at large separations by the size of the DM corrected area (cut-off at 32 $\lambda/D$). As we express the x-axis in AU, the contrast curve scales with the star distance. We also plot the positions of Jupiter-like planets, Neptune analogs, and 2.5 Earth radii ($R_E$) cloudy super-Earths. Since Stan modeled only one separation (1 AU), we assume that the super-Earth properties do not evolve with separation for the considered range (1–3 AU). For stars at 20 pc, the farthest Jupiters (5 and 10 AU) and Neptunes (5 AU) are detected with SNR $> 5$. The 10-AU Neptune is below the curve (SNR $\simeq 4.5$). For a 10-pc star, the same planets are still detected as well as planets as close as 2 AU. For the closest star we consider (3 pc), planets as close as 1 AU are very well detected ($100 \lesssim \text{SNR} \lesssim 1000$). In this case, the 10-AU Jupiter and 5-AU Neptune are not detected with SPICES because of the speckle calibration degradation with angular separation. Solutions may exist to improve the detection at these large angular separations ($\gtrsim 18 \lambda/D$) such as spectral deconvolution.

In addition, we plot the averaged contrast levels for zodiacal light and a 1-zodi exodisk, both for a star distance of 10 pc (they increase as the square of the star distance). Although the instrument concept can reduce speckle noise below a contrast of $10^{-10}$, the final performance is limited by these extended background sources. The considered exo-zodiacal disk limitation is at the level of Neptunes and super-Earths. Therefore, to obtain a correct estimation of planet fluxes, the zodiacal and exo-zodiacal contributions must be carefully calibrated and removed. In particular, the exo-zodiacal disk intensity has been identified as critical for Earth-twin detection with space nulling interferometers. However, the intensity of nearby exo-zodiacal clouds is still largely unknown so exo-disk surveys have been recommended to prepare target lists of faint exo-disks. In the case of SPICES, the problematic is different as we do single-aperture imaging. The exact procedure to account for zodiacal and exo-zodiacal contributions remains to be defined but it is a data reduction issue. In the following, we consider the model distribution of both zodiacal and exo-zodiacal intensities can be subtracted from the data but the photon noise of these sources is accounted for. The latter may still limit the contrast performance (Sec. 3.2).
3.2 Sensitivity to detection noise

We now discuss the sensitivity of the instrument contrast on different sources of detection noise. For this study, we assume a total integration of 200 h per target, which is a good trade-off between achieving high contrasts and observing a large number of targets during the mission. We show the impact of photon and read-out noise on SPICES’ performance for the case of a G2 star at 3 and 10 pc in the left panel of Fig. 3. We note that read-out noise is a major limitation for the farthest star but not for the closest. Indeed, the full well capacity of the detector (300 000 ke-) is not filled after a 1 000-s exposure in both cases. The number of single exposures...
and read-out noise level are thus the same, but the photon count is greater for the closest star. We note that the
dozen of stars located within 3 pc have types later than G so read-out noise will not be a fundamental limitation
for these stars. We base the read-out noise requirement on the farthest star and set its value to 0.2 e- rms per
pixel. Electron multiplying CCDs can achieve such a low read-out noise, and a large set of devices have been
qualified for space during the preparation of the Gaia mission.32

As indicated in the previous section, an exo-disk can prevent the detection of faint planets if its photon noise
becomes too important. The right panel of Fig. 3 analyzes the exozodi level that may hamper the detection
of SPICES’ targets, for two distances of a solar-type star. We find that the exo-disk photon noise does not
significantly limit the performance up to 10 zodis, but begins preventing the Neptune and super-Earth detection
when larger than 100 zodis. For exposures shorter than 200 h (more dominant photon noise), the acceptable
exozodi level is lower. In the remainder of this paper, we consider a exo-zodiacal cloud of 1 zodi.

The last study of this section tests the detectability of planets for several stellar types. Figure 4 presents
the 5-σ detection levels for two stars of type G2 and M0 and several distances (3, 10, and 20 pc). We consider
the star-planet separations of Sec. 2.2 and we apply Eq. (3) to find the wavelength-averaged planet contrasts.
For a G2 star (Fig. 4, left), SPICES can potentially access jovian planets, icy giants and super-Earths with
separations smaller than ∼6, ∼3 and ∼2 AU respectively. No planet is detected at distances larger than
∼10 pc. The detectability of the closest planets (0.8 to 2 AU) will be limited by the coronagraph IWA (∼2 λ/D)
for stars at 4 to 10 pc. The very close M stars (Fig. 4, right) at 3–5 pc are of great interest for detecting Jupiter-like
planets in the 0.5–4 AU range as well as super-Earths in close orbits at 0.5–1 AU.

4. SCIENCE PERFORMANCE

We discuss in this section SPICES’ performance for characterization of planets orbiting a solar-type star. We
first define a criterion for disentangling planetary spectra with different properties based on theoretical models.
Then, we study the science cases for typical targets. Finally, we determine a preliminary sample of potential
targets.

4.1 Criterion of characterization

The question is to know if a measured spectrum $S$ is reproduced by one of two model spectra noted $M_i$ ($i$ refering
to the model index, $i = 1, 2$). This depends on the noise of the measured spectrum $N = S/\text{SNR}$. We define the
Table 1. Values of SNRr derived from Eq. (5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planet</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>SNRr</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>0.8/2 AU</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>0.8 AU metallicity 1/3x</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>2 AU metallicity 1/3x</td>
<td>30 CH₄ bands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>5 AU metallicity 1/3x</td>
<td>30 CH₄ bands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neptune</td>
<td>0.8/2 AU</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neptune</td>
<td>0.8 AU metallicity 10/30x</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neptune</td>
<td>2 AU metallicity 10/30x</td>
<td>25 CH₄ bands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest Earth</td>
<td>0/50/100% clouds</td>
<td>25 blue channels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean Earth</td>
<td>0/50/100% clouds</td>
<td>25 blue channels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear Earth</td>
<td>0/50/100% forests</td>
<td>12 red channels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% cloudy Earth</td>
<td>0/50/100% forests</td>
<td>30 red channels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloudy Earth</td>
<td>0/50/100% forests</td>
<td>220 red channels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following criteria of comparison of $S$ to $M_i$:

$$\text{crit}_i = \text{median}_\lambda \left( \frac{S(\lambda) - M_i(\lambda)}{S(\lambda)} \right) \times \text{SNR}$$

(4)

where the median is calculated over the spectral channels and SNR is assumed nearly constant on the measured spectrum. We choose the median because it accounts well for the overall quality of a spectrum. For a given measurement $(S, N)$, the model which best matches the measured spectrum gives the lowest criterion value. In this paper, we use theoretical models to assess the instrument performance and to set the SNR required to measure differences between them ($S = M_1$ and $M_i = M_2$). We consider that the models are differentiated when their difference is 10 times above the measured noise so $\text{crit}_i = 10$. Inverting Eq. (4) and calling $\text{SNR}_r$ the value of the required SNR, we finally obtain:

$$\text{SNR}_r = 10 \times \frac{1}{\text{median}_\lambda \left( \frac{M_1(\lambda) - M_2(\lambda)}{M_1(\lambda)} \right)}$$

(5)

As an example, when we study the metallicity (Sect. 4.2), $M_1$ will be the lowest metallicity model and $M_2$ the highest metallicity model. We consider different spectral bandwidths to determine SNRr (Eq. (5)) when analyzing different planetary properties. For instance, metallicity strengthens the bands (Fig. 6), and surface coverage alters the spectrum at red wavelengths (Fig. 7).

We give the calculated SNRr in Table 1 and we specify the spectral channels in the last column. We stress the point that the SNRr values correspond to the spectrum of the brightest planet considered for each analyzed property: for instance, the low-metallicity planets for the Jupiters and Neptunes (Sec. 4.2) and the forest planets for the analysis of the super-Earth surfaces (Sec. 4.3). The SNRr values are used to derive the exposure times required to disentangle the planet spectra in the next two sections. We perform these simulations for five independent realizations of speckle pattern. We then average our results to minimize the impact of an optimistic or pessimistic speckle pattern. To save computing time, we use the same five speckle patterns for all planet cases, but we randomly change the photon and read-out noise. We assume the planet position to be perfectly known and integrate the planet flux within apertures of diameter $1 \lambda/D$ for each spectral channel. The 1-$\sigma$ error bars shown in the plots account for the variation of both speckle and noise realizations.

4.2 Science cases for giant planets

In addition to the identification of spectral features (continuum, molecular absorption bands), the two science cases we address for giant planets are the measurement of the Rayleigh scattering and the metallicity enhancement of the atmosphere. Rayleigh scattering occurs for close-in planets ($\sim1$ AU) because the atmospheric temperature...
is high enough to prevent the cloud formation. This can be used to constrain the physical separation of planets. Considering the theoretical models (solid lines in Fig. 5), giant planet spectra mostly differ in the blue, where Rayleigh scattering dominates for a planet at 0.8 AU. The application of the criterion defined in Eq. (5) indicates that SNR_\text{r} \simeq 15 permits to distinguish between the atmospheres of two giants at 0.8 and 2 AU respectively (Table 1). This performance is achieved in ~30 min and 50 h for respectively Jupiters and Neptunes at a distance of 4 pc. This distance corresponds to the upper limit at which a separation of 0.8 AU is accessible to SPICES. We plot the spectra as they would be measured by the instrument with 1-\sigma error bars in Fig. 5. As expected, for both cases, the blue half of the bandwidth is the region where the spectra can be distinguished with no ambiguity. SPICES will thus be able to measure Rayleigh scattering and constrain the separation for planets around a few nearby Sun analogs, because of its small angular resolution.

The planet atmospheric metallicity is a tracer of its formation process. As indicated in Table 1, this requires SNR_\text{r} \simeq 30 for giant planets at 2 AU with metallicity factors of 3. For the Jupiters, this value is achieved within the distance for which our instrument can resolve such a planet (\leq 10 pc). In particular, an integration time of 30 h satisfies the criterion for a solar-type star at 10 pc (Fig. 6, left panel). For the Neptunes, their fainter contrast limits the instrument sensitivity to planets within 5–6 pc (Fig. 6, right panel). The spectral differences are larger in the methane bands: 0.73 and 0.89 \mu m for the Jupiters, and 0.62, 0.66 and 0.79 \mu m for the Neptunes.

### 4.3 Science cases for rocky planets

Information about the planet surface can be obtained for moderate cloud coverage, because it produces noticeable signatures (Fig. 7). The differences between surface types are larger for a clear atmosphere, especially in the half red part of the spectral range. We consider three generic cases of planets with an ocean, an equally mixed surface of ocean and forest, and a forest. To separate these cases, SNR_\text{r} \sim 12 (Table 1) is required on the forest model and SNR_\text{m} > 12 is achieved in a ~200-h observation for the distance limit imposed by the coronagraph IWA (5 pc, left panel of Fig. 7). SPICES can distinguish these three cases for 2.5-R_S terrestrial planets on a 1-AU orbit around a Sun analog within 5 pc. If we consider 50% cloud coverage, surface effects are more difficult to distinguish and would require SNR_\text{r} \sim 30 in the red part (Table 1). The SNR_\text{r} criterion is not satisfied within an exposure time of 200 h for a target at 5 pc, in turns the limit is rather 4 pc (Fig. 7, right panel).
Figure 6. Simulated (symbols) and theoretical spectra of Jupiter (left) and Neptune (right) analogs for two atmospheric metallicity enhancements. Higher metallicity enhancement strengthens the methane absorption bands: 0.73 and 0.89 µm for the Jupiters, and 0.62, 0.66 and 0.79 µm for the Neptunes.

Figure 7. Simulated (symbols) and theoretical spectra of 2.5-R_E super-Earths with cloud-free (left) and 50% cloudy (right) atmospheres for different surface coverage (forest, equal forest-ocean mix and ocean). The surface type alter the spectra especially in the half red part of the bandwidth.

Molecular oxygen and water absorptions as well as the “red edge” can still be measured (SNR_m > 11, 21 and 26 respectively).

4.4 Potential targets

In this section, we study the volume of the planet sample around solar-type stars which can be characterized (metallicity, cloud coverage, surface type) with SPICES, assuming a maximum exposure time of 200 h (Sec. 3.2). The models used and the corresponding SNRs are listed in Table 1. We consider that the planet flux increases as the square of its radius and that the atmosphere composition and structure remain the same. We consider
Figure 8. Minimum radius of model planets around a solar-type star for which the SNR requirement for characterization is met (Table 1). We slightly offset for clarity the curves of the 0.8-AU Jupiter.

the following radius ranges for the planets: $R_p \leq 2.5 \, R_E$ for the Earths, $0.5 \, R_N \leq R_p \leq 1.5 \, R_N$ for the Neptunes and $0.5 \, R_J \leq R_p \leq 1.1 \, R_J$ for the Jupiters.$^{30,31}$ $R_J$ and $R_N$ refer to Jupiter and Neptune radii respectively.

Figure 8 shows the results of this analysis (with radii in $R_E$ units). The colors indicate the planet type (Jupiter, Neptune or Earth) and the line styles the planet model. For the 0.8- and 2-AU Jupiters, SPICES reaches the lowest radius we consider ($0.5 \, R_J \sim 5.5 \, R_E$) for all stars within 4 and 10 pc respectively (distances limited by the instrument resolution, Sec. 2.1). About 20 G stars could be probed for Jupiters at 2 AU, while a few stars could be searched for Jupiters at 0.8 AU. For a Jupiter at 5 AU, the upper limit in radius is reached when the star is at 8.5 pc ($1.1 \, R_J \sim 12 \, R_E$). The radius linearly decreases as the star distance decreases down to $8 \, R_E$ at 4 pc (flux proportional to the square ratio of the planet radius to the star distance). At shorter distances, the deviations from the linearity are due to the increase of the speckle noise level. Indeed, when the star distance decreases, the angular separation of the star-planet system increases and the speckle background increases, especially towards the edges of the dark hole (Fig. 2, right panel). As for Neptune-like planets, the minimum radius scales nearly linearly with distance from $\sim 2$ to $4 \, R_E$ at 0.8 AU, and from 2 to 6 $R_E$ at 2 AU. SPICES can characterize cloudy and clear telluric planets at 1 AU around a few G2 stars up to 5 pc (IWA limitation). Potentially, it is able to reach Earth-size planets around $\alpha$ Cen A ($\sim 1.3$ pc). We also studied the case of A0 and M0 stars (the detailed study can be found in Maire et al.$^{15}$). In the former case, the instrument could study the metallicity of cloud-free Jupiters closer than 17 pc, while in the latter case, cloudy Jupiters and Neptunes would be accessible at distances $\geq 7.5$ pc and $\geq 3$ pc respectively, and super-Earths at distances $\geq 3$ pc.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an analysis and an estimation of the performance of a small coronagraphic space mission operating in the visible, in the framework of the SPICES mission.$^{14}$ From numerical simulations of the instrument concept, we first determined that the contrast reached by the instrument meets the top-level requirements ($\sim 10^{-9}$ at $2 \, \lambda/D$ and $\sim 10^{-10}$ at $4 \, \lambda/D$). Then, we analyzed the impact of different sources of noise: detector read-out noise, exo-zodiacal intensity and stellar photon noise. We confirmed previous analyses that the exodisk intensity might be a major limitation for the characterization of faint planets, like Neptunes and super-Earths, because it biases the planet photometry (for values $\gtrsim 1$ zodi) and adds photon noise ($\gtrsim a$ few 10 zodis). Exodisk intensity calibration and target selection will be necessary to reduce this limitation, but local structures (gaps, clumps, etc) will still remain. SPICES could detect a large variety of planets within $\sim 12$ pc.
for a G2 star and \(\sim 7.5\) pc for a M0 star. We also discussed the instrument abilities for disentangling planetary properties from realistic spectra for typical targets around solar-type stars. The results are very encouraging since it could characterize the atmosphere (molecular species, metallicity for instance) of Jupiters and Neptunes up to 10 pc and 6 pc respectively. The cloud and surface coverage of a super-Earth would also be characterized for systems closer than 5 pc. We also estimated the minimum radius for the planets SPICES could detect. Extending our results to all stellar types, we estimate a potential target list of \(\sim 300\) stars.
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